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About This Game

Rogue Islands is an action-FPS set in a whimsical fantasy world with procedural levels and permadeath.

You control a nimble, light-footed Gnome Wizard named Motwort. 5d3b920ae0
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Played this for the first time tonight. Spent about 2 hrs on my stream on twitch playing this and talking to one of the devs in my
chat. Currently the learning curve is a bit hard (expect to die a few times as you figure the game out). While it does seem like a
minecraft clone at face value, you quickly learn that its everything but that. I had a lot of fun playing this game and will be
playing more in the future after it realeases tomorrow from early access. It still has a ways to go for some quality of life updates,
but for what the studio did, in the time asked of them and the fact the proceeds of this game go to benefit life limited and
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disabled children makes it a worth while investment.. I know I only have 5 hours in this game at time of review, but, this is the
sort of game where after five hours you pretty much know what you're getting. I still have some different environments to
explore, different monsters to fight, different quests to complete, etc, but I've repeatedly experienced the basic gameplay loop
of going to an island, exploring, fighting monsters, and completing quests. Its really good! Don't be fooled by the blocky-game
design and the gnome protagonist. This is a game about going to a hostile environment, exploring it under a time crunch,
scavenging for everything worthwhile that you can find, defeating the monsters that want to eat you, and retreating. Two things
make this game excellent. The first is the shooting gameplay, which is crisp, fast paced, and fun. Most of it is straight forward-
run, shoot, jump. But there are a variety of spells to create varying extras on top of that, plus, your "jump" feature is more like
"discharge your mana to rocket yourself skyward," and as your mana grows, so does it. This makes combat quick and dynamic.
The second noteworthy trait is the way that Rogue Islands uses simple and easy to understand rules to offer the player
meaningful choices. For example, when night falls the ghasts come out. These can't be killed, move about as fast as you do, and
lock on if they see you. The easiest solution to this is to hide in your ship at night, which time shifts you to morning at the cost
of the completion of all in-progress food (this makes sense with like 3 minutes gameplay experience, just trust me that its a
small but real cost). The secondary solution is to stay out anyways- which is great, because nearly everything important you're
scavenging for glows, so scavenging at night is actually easier. But the ONLY way to do this and live is to eat Lumen Berries,
which make you invisible to ghasts. But there are a limited number of these on the island, and you can only carry two in your
inventory at a time. It takes at least two to make it through an evening, and they're kind of wasted if you're going to spend your
time in a death match with the local fauna. So you need to time these evening excursions for the right moment, and make the
most of them. There are only two downsides that I've experienced so far. The first is that there isn't much in game tutorial or
documentation. I figured everything out pretty quickly, but did have to restart a few times after getting blindsided by
unexpected game mechanics. For example, one of the most crucial things you can scavenge in the early game is "gurgleweed."
The game will tell you that you need gurgleweed when the need arises. But it doesn't tell you where to find it, or what it looks
like. Which. might mean telling you would be a spoiler? I'm not sure, so I'm going to leave you in the dark. Once you know its
easy enough to hunt down, but not knowing cost me one game. Which was only like 20 minutes, so, no big loss, but you get the
idea. The second is that using items from your inventory takes way more clicks than it ought. Click to select, click to use, click
somewhere else to confirm, click to return. Its just annoying. It doesn't come up THAT much (you should do most of your basic
item use from the map, not your stockpile) but it is annoying at times. All told, I strongly recommend this to anyone who enjoys
the exploration aspect of a virgin minecraft map, and the shooting gameplay of a single player FPS like Painkiller or Shadow
Warrior. Edit after more hours of play: Ok, the late game is GREAT. I was a little nervous comparing this to Painkiller and
Shadow Warrior- I am no longer nervous about that comparison. Fully upgraded Motworth transforms into a tiny gnomish GOD
OF WAR. He hits each island like a hurricane, his feet barely touching the ground as he leaps, bounds, and levitates across the
landscape, smiting foes with death lasers and landscape deforming meteoric bombardment. It doesn't make the game easy,
necessarily- your foes are more dangerous, and there are some SERIOUS friendly fire issues with the most powerful of your
spells. Sidestrafe behind a tree while firing your ultra murder laser and you instagib. Not, you take damage, no. Instagib. You
can't lift your finger in time to save yourself, you just die. And try not to shoot yourself in the back with meteors either, that's
also ill advised. You fall faster than they do. Anyway, I'm still having a ton of fun. The mechanics of the game evolve from
survival/horror/crafting to "I am the God of this deathworld.". Well, at first look, this looked like nothing special. After playing
Early Access on my friend's computer, though, it ended up having a lot more depth than I expected. The difficulty was horrible
at the start, but they've been balancing it easier recently and now it's feeling pretty good. If they keep improving the game and
balancing, this will be one of the most fun action crafters I've played this year.. It's fun and challenging, the game size is tiny
compared to most new games coming out. Room for optimization and improvement. 8.3/10. Great game, easy to keep playing.
The new dynamic difficulty has made the start a bit less intense. Definitely a shooter with crafting. The procedural levels and
permadeath keep the game interesting.

Directors Cut : Hello all, Big Fat Alien has recently taken back control of Rogue Islands. Our partnership with Keystone was not
a successful one. We made the decision to revert the game back to as it was before they took control. We are sorry for the
misleading information and false promises made over the past year and a half. Truly very sorry. Starting today a 75% off sale
will run for two weeks, along with the new permanent discounted price. I know this does not make up for the shady behavior but
I hope it helps. I will be here to answer any questions you may have.. v.53 Steamworks Integration Plus Bug Fixes : Rogue
Islands now has the Steamworks API integrated. It will display your username at the start menu and we're hard at work adding
achievements to the game. But in the meantime we thought we'd push out an update with a bunch of balancing, bug fixes and
optimization. Steamworks integrated, game communicates with Steam servers Optimized treasure spawning routine (was 1-2ms
during level start, now 0ms) Fixed bug, walking enemies no longer spawn up in trees Inferno Spell: lower RoF, larger radius,
higher damage, adds heat damage Fewer, but larger ammo deposits. Less grindy, more exciting loot finds. Fixed bug missing
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material on Inferno Spell projectiles Fixed bug ocean floor collision too thin (fall through from great heights) Fixed bug "The
Bloat" story text not fitting in text area Boosted Bone Knight slash attack radius.. Early Access FTW! : Check out this blog post
where I've compiled all our changes since beginning Early Access 13 days ago. It's insane! Rogue Islands Dev Blog
[rogueislands.com]. Halloween Sale - Watch Out For The Ghosts! : Guys, We are delighted to be part of the Steam Halloween
sale, grab your copy of Rogue Islands now at a massive 50% discount in this spooky sale! Watch out in Rogue Islands the ghosts
that come out at night won't be offering you candy!. v.39 Amulets and Passive Effects! HUGE Update! : We are hearing that
players want more variety. They want each playthrough to tell a story. So this update addresses part of that by providing 5 rare
Amulets that will have drastic effects on your Gnome's abilities. As well as adding 3 dangerous passive states (in addition to the
7 positive passive effects from special food items) that you have to manage if you expect to make it across the Rogue Islands..
v.36 Silken Mother and Horik Updated : Keep the Feedback Coming!. v.92 Late Game Balancing : We're headed off for a
much needed summer vacation. But we thought we'd slip in one more little update. In this update, we boosted the difficulty in
the late-game bosses a bit to match the new Spell abilities, and tuned a few other things up. When development resumes in July,
the first thing we'll be adding is a lot more variety in terms of castles, Spirit Trees and temples! Change: Vile Shaman HP
increased 30% Change: Removed ability to craft mana charge, adamant and flamestone Change: Added ability to craft spirit
dust from Imbued Gems Change: Destroyed terrain darker by default Change: Prime Torment hit points increased 2.5x Fixed
bug: Save game deleted after beating Prime Torment Fixed bug: End-game stats were not accurate Change: End credits
modified. v.61 End-Game Final Score, Secured Save Games, Fixes : End-Game & Final Score. We Are Transitioning To Full
Release! : Guys, It is with great pleasure that I can announce we are transitioning to a full release version of Rogue Islands. An
update is being posted today for those of you who are on early access with us. There are over 70 tweaks and enhancements to
the game since last update. These tweaks include player difficulty settings, AI, landscape generation and a whole host of
optimisations. Full release is not the end of the story. We are excited to announce a road map of continual updates, DLC and
expansion packs for Rogue Islands. There is a ton of content fully in development as we strive to ensure that the game becomes
a massive franchise that you will all love! More info will be coming to you shortly on our plans and current work. I think you
will be as excited as we are with the plans. As always, we appreciate your input. The team at Big Fat Alien, Keystone and myself
would like to thank those of you who have joined us in early access and helped make this game what it is today. Your feedback,
support and encouragement has meant such a lot to everyone involved.
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